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To efficiently process information, the brain shifts between encoding and retrieval states, prioritizing bottom-up or top-down
processing accordingly. Expectation violation before or during learning has been shown to trigger an adaptive encoding mecha-
nism, resulting in better memory for unexpected events. Using fMRI, we explored (1) whether this encoding mechanism is
also triggered during retrieval, and if so, (2) what the temporal dynamics of its mnemonic consequences are. Male and female
participants studied object images, then, with new objects, they learned a contingency between a cue and a semantic category.
Rule-abiding (expected) and violating (unexpected) targets and similar foils were used at test. We found interactions between
previous and current similar events’ expectation, such that when an expected event followed a similar but unexpected event, its
performance was boosted, underpinned by activation in the hippocampus, midbrain, and occipital cortex. In contrast, a
sequence of two unexpected similar events also triggered occipital engagement; however, this did not enhance memory perform-
ance. Taken together, our findings suggest that when the goal is to retrieve, encountering surprising events engages an encoding
mechanism, supported by bottom-up processing, that may enhance memory for future related events.
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Significance Statement

Optimizing the balance between new learning and the retrieval of existing knowledge is an ongoing process, at the core of
human cognition. Previous research into memory encoding suggests experiencing surprise leads to the prioritization of the
learning of new memories, forming an adaptive encoding mechanism. We examined whether this mechanism is also engaged
when the current goal is to retrieve information. Our results demonstrate that an expectation-driven shift toward an encoding
state, supported by enhanced perceptual processing, is beneficial for the correct identification of subsequent expected similar
events. These findings have important implications for our understanding of the temporal dynamics of the adaptive encoding
of information into memory.

Introduction
To efficiently process inputs, the brain shifts between top-
down and bottom-up streams, balancing processing of sensory
inputs versus utilization of stored representations. This is
reflected by the existence of distinct encoding and retrieval
states (Buzsáki, 2002). Bottom-up processing supports the hip-
pocampal encoding state, prioritizing transformation of percep-
tual inputs into memories, while top-down processing supports

a retrieval state by facilitating access to stored information. The
specific mechanisms that govern encoding-retrieval shifts, which
may or may not function competitively, are not well understood,
but will be driven, at least in part, by the factors that induce each
memory state. While there is ample evidence that an adaptive
encoding state is triggered on experiencing discrepancies between
expected and encountered events, it remains unclear whether such
an implicit learning mechanism might also be engaged when the
dominant goal is to retrieve, rather than encode. Using behavioral
(experiment 1) and fMRI (experiment 2) data, we examine
whether surprise produced by expectation violation at retrieval,
results in a shift toward an encoding state, accompanied by
increased perceptual processing; and whether this occurs at the
expense of retrieval. We also investigate the extended conse-
quences of this expectation violation, and the potential encoding-
retrieval iterative shifts it might generate, by examining trial-by-trial
recognition of subsequent similar events.

Surprise, produced by expectation violation, has been shown
to engage hippocampal encoding (Axmacher et al., 2010; Kafkas
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and Montaldi, 2015; Long et al., 2016; Frank et al., 2020b), which
together with the midbrain dopaminergic system (Lisman and
Grace, 2005; Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Kafkas and Montaldi,
2018a) and enhanced perceptual processing (Stoppel et al., 2009;
Hawco and Lepage, 2014; Kafkas and Montaldi, 2014, 2015),
supports adaptive memory formation. Evidence for this adapt-
ive mechanism comes mostly from paradigms in which expec-
tation violation takes place before or during learning (Li et al.,
2003; Garrido et al., 2015; Long et al., 2016; Greve et al., 2017;
Kafkas, 2021). Therefore, any additional resources diverted to-
ward encoding in these scenarios is likely to boost later memory
performance (e.g., attention effects, see Aly and Turk-Browne,
2017). However, to demonstrate the ubiquity of an adaptive
encoding mechanism, it is critical to provide evidence of a shift
toward encoding also during retrieval. This is likely to shed
light on the effects of the rapid and implicit real-life interplay
between these states. Under these circumstances, engaging
encoding still serves an adaptive purpose, but it might not be
“beneficial” in real time.

Given the malleability of memories triggered by surprise
(Kim et al., 2014), it becomes important to consider what
the mnemonic consequences of a shift toward encoding
may be. Should expectation violation trigger an encoding
state, at the expense of a memory search, it might modulate
processing of the unexpected event. This is consistent with
the view that the hippocampus continuously shifts between
encoding and retrieval states (Buzsáki, 2002; Hasselmo et
al., 2002). This system can be likened to a pendulum swinging
rhythmically between the two memory states, optimizing in-
formation processing. Should situational factors disrupt the
on-going swing between states, favoring one over another, the
result can be a change in memory efficiency. Previous research
has shown that an explicit strategy cue fosters a hippocampal
trade-off between encoding and retrieval of information
(Richter et al., 2016).

We examined whether expectation violation at retrieval
spontaneously engages an encoding state, and if so, whether
this response is dependent on the perceptual similarity between
inputs. We also considered the sustained mnemonic conse-
quences of such iterative shifts on current and subsequent rec-
ognition decisions. Expectation was manipulated implicitly and
independently of the requirements of the retrieval task, allow-
ing us to address two important questions. First, whether ex-
pectation violation engages a bottom-up encoding mechanism,
even when it is not goal-relevant. Second, what are the temporal
dynamics of the mnemonic consequences of expectation status,
for an event and subsequent similar events? We reasoned that
heightened expectation-driven encoding might modulate cur-
rent retrieval processes, but aid accuracy of recognition of sub-
sequent similar events.

Materials and Methods
Experiment 1
Participants
A total of 30 participants (four males) between the ages 18 and 22
(mean=19, SD=1.04) gave informed consent and took part in the
experiment. The sample size was selected based on previous studies
using a similar design and analysis approach (Kafkas and Montaldi,
2018b; Frank et al., 2020b). Participants had normal or corrected-to-nor-
mal vision and no history of neurologic or psychiatric disorders. All
procedures were approved by the University of Manchester Research
Ethics Committee. Four participants were excluded from any further
analysis because of failure to learn the cue-outcome association (three)

or recognition performance below chance (one). Data from 26 partici-
pants are reported.

Materials
A total of 78 images of natural (39) and man-made (39) objects were
selected from the Similar Objects-Lures Image Database (SOLID; Frank
et al., 2020a). These images were used as the target objects, presented
during encoding. Using the dissimilarity index from SOLID, three foils
of decreasing levels of similarity (F1, most similar; F2, mid-level; F3, low-
est similarity) were selected for each target image. Additionally, similar-
ity was parametrically manipulated by keeping the average distance
between the levels constant [average dissimilarity 2100 DI; see Fig. 1 for
examples and Frank et al. (2020a) for further explanation on DI values].
These levels of similarity were chosen based on our previous results
(Frank et al., 2020b), where we observed a quadratic pattern of expecta-
tion effects on inputs similarity, when expectation was manipulated at
encoding, with respect to memory performance. Therefore, 78 object
sets (one target and three foils; total 312 stimuli) were used.

Experimental design
The experiment was controlled using PsychoPy version 1.82 (Peirce,
2007) and consisted of four parts (similar to design used previously;
Kafkas and Montaldi, 2018b). First, at encoding, participants were pre-
sented with the target objects twice to ensure sufficient exposure. During
the first presentation, the object was shown on the screen for 3 s, and
participants were asked to decide whether the object was man-made or
natural; pressing the left arrow key for natural, and the right arrow key
for man-made. In the second presentation, participants were asked to
pay close attention to the images (shown for 5 s each) and were informed
that they would be asked to distinguish between the presented (“old”)
object and similar (“new”) objects later; they did not have to make
any response during the second encoding presentation. The order
of image presentation was randomized across participants. The
next phase involved a 5-min filled delay task, during which partici-
pants solved arithmetic problems.

In the third phase, a rule-learning task was used to allow manipula-
tion of expectation later at retrieval. Participants were asked to learn the
contingency between a symbol (acting as a cue) and an object’s category,
man-made or natural. Four symbols were used in total, two for each cat-
egory, and these were counterbalanced between participants. Each cue
was presented 14 times. Trials began with a 500-ms fixation point, fol-
lowed by the cue, presented for 1 s. During this time participants were
instructed to guess the following object’s category by using the same
keys as in the encoding phase. Feedback and a new object (not tested)
were then presented together for 2 s. This task established participants’
expectation regarding the cue-object sequences, and critically this was
manipulated at retrieval. To ensure expectations were set, only data from
participants who reached criterion (above 50% accuracy in the first half,
and 75% accuracy in the second half of the task) were analyzed (for accu-
racy and RT in the rule-learning task, see Extended Data Fig. 1-1).

The final phase was an old/new recognition task, during which all set
events (targets, F1, F2, and F3) were presented. The experimenter
informed participants that they will be presented with old (target)
objects, and similar new ones (foils). Each retrieval trial began with a fix-
ation point (500ms), followed by a cue (1 s) and an object (up to 5 s).
Participants were told to focus on the object and press “old” if they
thought it was exactly the same as the target they had previously seen.
Participants were instructed to press “new” if they noticed anything dif-
ferent in the object. Following 12 practice trials, the main task began.
The key manipulation at retrieval was the validity of the cue. One-third
of the cues were misleading, making the object to-be-recognized
unexpected. Valid trials (e.g., cue natural followed by a natural
object) were marked as expected. As an old/new recognition task
was used, the four old/new decisions per object set were independ-
ent of each other, critically meaning that an “old” response could
be given for multiple set events (i.e., for target and one or more
foils). After completing the experiment participants were debriefed
regarding the expectation manipulation at retrieval. Only two par-
ticipants in experiment 1 and five participants in experiment 2
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reported noticing the mismatch between cue and object during the
task.

Statistical analysis
To assess expectation-modulated dynamic encoding, we collated object
sets (apples, scissors, etc.). In each set, there were four set events (target;
F1, most similar; F2, mid similarity; and F3, least similar), each with a
randomly assigned (1) expectation condition, (2) presentation position
within the set, and (3) order of presentation at retrieval (1–312 trials).
We ran a mixed-effects binary logistic regression model on these
ungrouped data, using expectation status of the current and previous
set events, and the presentation position at retrieval as a covariate.
Models were computed using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) in
the R environment (R Development Core Team, 2008). The parameters
of such models can be used to assess the probability of giving a correct
response (“old” for targets, “new” for foils) and also account for each
participant’s unique intercept (response bias). To assess the slope of
each predictor in the model (H0: b = 0), we used an omnibus x 2 Wald
test (West et al., 2014), as implemented in the car package (Fox and
Weisberg, 2018). Extraction and plotting of the effects reported below
was conducted using the effects (Fox, 2003), emmeans (Searle et al.,
1980), and ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009) packages. To examine the dynamic
interaction between perceptual similarity and expectation status, for
each set event we devised three models of interest, modeling each event
separately as a function of the preceding event sequence. For example,
targets preceded by F1 were modeled separately from targets preceded
by F2. To eliminate any effects driven by memory strength differences,
we only included in this model, events for which the previous response
was correct (i.e., for targets following F1 events, we only included targets
that followed CR1). Similar results were observed when including all tri-
als in the model (see GitHub repository for code to run analyses and
generate figures). Each model thus included the current and previous set
events’ expectation status, as well as the order of presentation at retrieval
as a covariate. Code and data are available here: https://github.com/
frdarya/DynamicExpectation.

Experiment 2
Participants
A total of 25 participants (eight males, ages 18–33, mean= 25, SD=4.2)
gave informed consent and took part in the study. Participants had nor-
mal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of neurologic or psy-
chiatric disorders. All procedures were approved by the University of
Manchester Research Ethics Committee. One participant was excluded
from all analyses because of failure to learn the cue-outcome contin-
gency during the rule-learning task.

Experimental design
A similar paradigm and expectation manipulation was used in experi-
ment 2, with the following exceptions: in the encoding phase, each object
was presented three times consecutively. Each object was on the screen
for 2000ms, with a jittered fixation cross (250–750 ms) between each
presentation. During the first and second presentations, participants
were asked to make a semantic decision about the object, whether it is
man-made or natural, and whether it is more likely to be found indoors
or outdoors. The order of these questions was random. During the third
presentation, participants were always asked to study the object carefully
focusing on the details. Following the third presentation, there was
another jittered fixation cross, for a longer period of time (800–1200
ms), to create mini-blocks separating each object.

The rule-learning task was identical to that used in experiment 1,
except for a longer response presentation time of the cue (3 s instead of
1 s) and a jittered fixation cross (250–750 ms) between each trial (see
Extended Data Fig. 1-1 for behavioral and Extended Data Fig. 1-2 for
fMRI results from the rule learning task). Before the retrieval task, par-
ticipants solved arithmetic problems for 2 min (not scanned). At re-
trieval, we used two levels of foil similarity (F1 and F2) in each set,
instead of three. In the interest of optimizing time-in-scanner, F3 objects
were not used, as they did not yield any effects of interest in experiment
1. Each retrieval trial started with a jittered fixation cross (250–750 ms),
followed by a presentation of the cue for 1000ms and then the set event
(target, F1, or F2) for 3000ms. In all scanned tasks, we used implicit

Figure 1. Experimental design. A, During the first round of encoding, participants responded whether the object was man-made or natural. In the second encoding round,
participants are asked to study the object carefully. In experiment 2, each object appeared three times consecutively; in addition to the two presentations from experiment
1, participants were asked to respond whether the object was more likely to be found indoors or outdoors. The order of man-made/natural and in/outdoor questions was
randomized, the third presentation was always “study carefully.” B, In the rule-learning task, participants learned a contingency between a cue and an object’s category,
man-made or natural. Participants had 1 s to make a decision in experiment 1, and 3 s in experiment 2. See Extended Data Figures 1-1 and 1-2 for rule-learning perform-
ance. C, In the retrieval task, the same cues were presented before each set event, old objects (targets) and new similar foils (F1, F2, F3 in experiment 1; F1 and F2 in experi-
ment 2). On 30% of these trials, there was a mismatch between the cue and the object’s category; these are unexpected trials (e.g., a cue for a natural object is followed by
a man-made object, marked in red). Participants were instructed to indicate whether the object is old or new. UprevF1, EcurrT = Unexpected F1 presented before an expected
target, from the same set. D, Example of range of perceptual similarity within set events.
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baselines (fixation crosses for 3500ms in encoding and rule-learning
tasks, 4500ms in retrieval) in 30% of trials.

Behavioral statistical analysis
Following the analysis and results from experiment 1, we collapsed
targets and F1 events and modeled the probability of making a correct
decision (hits and correct rejections) based on the current set event’s ex-
pectation status and the previous set event’s expectation status. As in
experiment 1, to eliminate the memory strength confound, only correct
responses were included (see GitHub repository for similar results when
including all trials, and for separate analyses of targets and F1). Correct
rejections of F2 foils were also modeled as a function of previous set
events, as was done for experiment 1.

fMRI acquisition and statistical analysis
MR scanning was conducted on a 3T MRI scanner (Philips, Achieva).
To minimize movement during the scan, foam wedges and soft pads
were used to stabilize the participant’s head. First, T1-weighted images
(matrix size: 256� 256, 160 slices, voxel size 1 mm isotropic) were col-
lected while participants rested in the scanner. A gradient echoplanar
imaging (EPI) sequence was used to collect T2* images for the BOLD
signal. 40 slices parallel to the AC-PC line, covering the whole brain (ma-
trix size 80� 80, voxel size 3� 3 � 3.5 mm3), were obtained for each
volume (TR= 2.5s, TE= 35 ms). Participants performed three tasks in
the scanner (encoding 313 volumes; rule-learning 143 volumes; retrieval
534 volumes) and a distractor task, which was not scanned.fMRI data
were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM12 (Statistical Parameter
Mapping, Wellcome Center for Human Neuroimaging, University
College London https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/).
Images were realigned to the mean image using a six-parameter rigid
body transformation, resliced using sinc interpolation and slice-time
corrected to the middle slice. T1 anatomic images were co-registered
to the corresponding mean EPI image. Spatial normalization to the
Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) template was conducted using
the DARTEL toolbox implemented in SPM12 (Ashburner, 2007). An
isotropic 8 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel was used for smoothing the
normalized EPI data for univariate analyses. To remove low-fre-
quency noise the data were high-pass filtered using a cut-off of 128 s.
Two a priori regions of interest (ROIs), the bilateral hippocampus,
and a midbrain ROI including only the substantia nigra (SN) and
ventral tegmentum area (VTA) were used. The hippocampus mask
was taken from the Harvard-Oxford anatomic atlas (threshold at 25%
probability; Desikan et al., 2006). The midbrain mask was taken from
the probabilistic atlas of the midbrain (Murty et al., 2014).

Each participant’s functional data from the retrieval session was
analyzed using the general linear model (GLM) framework within an
event-related design modeling the canonical hemodynamic response
function. The six motion parameters produced at realignment for
each session were used as nuisance regressors. To minimize residual
motion artefacts the ArtRepair toolbox (http://cibsr.stanford.edu/
tools/human-brain-project/artrepair-software.html) was used to pro-
duce additional nuisance regressors for each participant. The time se-
ries were high-pass filtered to remove low frequency noise (128-s
cutoff). Given our a priori hypothesis for the ROIs introduced above
(bilateral hippocampus and SN/VTA), a small volume correction
(SVC) approach was adopted for these regions, corrected for family-
wise error (FWE) for the ROI volume (initial cluster-forming threshold
of p, 0.001). For more exploratory whole-brain analyses, a nonpara-
metric permutation-based (n= 5000) approach was used to identify sig-
nificant clusters using the SnPM toolbox (https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/
sci/statistics/staff/academic-research/nichols/software/snpm/). An ini-
tial cluster-forming threshold of p, 0.005 was used, and clusters sig-
nificant at a nonparametric p, 0.05 are reported. Unthresholded
group-level T-maps from SPM and SnPM are available here: https://
neurovault.org/collections/TTDMPHLE/.

To test the behavioral effect of an interaction between a previous
event’s contextual expectation and the current event’s contextual expec-
tation, we collapsed targets and F1 and classified them based on presen-
tation order (which came first) and their expectation status. F2 events

were modeled as a separate condition. In this analysis, we compare the
current item between current and previous expectation status (e.g.,
EprevUcurr . EprevEcurr). Given our experimental design, there are four
parameters whose interactions could be further explored: set event (tar-
get, F1, F2), contextual expectation (expected or unexpected), memory
response given (correct or incorrect) and presentation order within the
set (first, second, or last). This results in 36 conditions; however, these
could not be modeled together because of insufficient number of trials
per bin (n, 7) for the majority of participants. Therefore, we devised
three separate models; in the first model, we examined the main effect of
expectation, regardless of set event or recognition decision. In the second
model, we examined expectation� set event� successful memory inter-
actions by collapsing trials across presentation order, and modeling only
correct responses for each event (all incorrect responses were modeled
as a separate regressor). In the third model, we explored the interaction
of expectation, set event and presentation order, regardless of recogni-
tion responses.

Results
We conducted two experiments, experiment 1 examined be-
havioral responses, and experiment 2 employed a similar
paradigm while fMRI data were collected. In both experi-
ments, our behavioral task included three stages (for experi-
mental design, see Fig. 1): following the encoding of object
images, participants performed a rule-learning task in which
they learned a contingency between a cue and the object’s
category (man-made or natural). Then, at retrieval, the same
cues were presented, followed by an old (target) or new (foil)
object. Foils were parametrically manipulated similar objects,
F1, F2, F3 in a decreasing order of similarity to the target.
Participants were asked to make an old/new recognition deci-
sion. In one-third of the retrieval trials, the preestablished cue
and object category contingency was violated. To assess expec-
tation-modulated encoding, and its sensitivity to perceptual
similarity, we used mixed-effects logistic regression to model
the response (correct/incorrect recognition) to each set event
(targets and similar foils) as a function of the preceding event
from that set (e.g., if first an F1 is presented, and later on a
target, these would be noted F1prev Targetcurr). Furthermore,
each set event was associated with an expectation status deter-
mined by the preceding cue (rule-abiding events were marked
as expected rule-violating as unexpected). Each model also
included an interaction between current and previous set
events’ expectation status to examine dynamic changes (e.g.,
how a previous unexpected foil affects recognition of a current
expected target; see Fig. 1C; for full details, see Materials and
Methods).

Experiment 1
Memory for targets is modulated by preceding unexpected similar
set events
For targets following F1 set events, we found significant main
effects of the F1 expectation (b = 0.659, X2(1) = 4.63, p =
0.031), as well as a marginal interaction between the target’s
expectation and the previous F1’s expectation status (b =
�0.939, X2(1) = 3.65, p = 0.056; Fig. 2A). Subsequent contrast
tests revealed that expected targets were more likely to be
remembered following an unexpected F1, compared with an
expected F1 set event (z = 2.15, p = 0.031). Furthermore, when
the previous F1 set event was unexpected, the subsequent
expected targets were more likely to be correctly remembered,
compared with unexpected targets (z= 2.37, p = 0.017). When
examining targets that followed F2 and F3 set events, we did
not observe any significant predictors (all ps. 0.127).
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Correct rejection of similar foils is modulated by the expectation
status of preceding targets
For F1 events following targets, we found an interaction between
the two events’ expectation status (b = �0.79, X2(1)=5.29, p=
0.021; Fig. 2B), with contrasts showing more correct rejections of F1
events (CR1), for expected F1 than unexpected F1 events following
unexpected targets (z=2.65, p=0.008) and marginally less correct
rejections for unexpected F1 when the previous target was unex-
pected, compared with when it was expected (z=1.95, p= 0.0507;
Fig. 2, middle panel). All other effects were not significant (all
ps. 0.255). When examining F1 events that followed F2 and
F3 set events, we did not observe any significant predictors (all
ps. 0.274).

Expectation sequence modulation decreases as perceptual simi-
larity decreases
F2 events were not affected by previous targets (all ps . 0.171),
F1s (all ps . 0.197), or F3s (all ps . 0.174) from the same set.

Similarlary, responses to F3 events were not modulated by any
preceding set events (targets: all ps. 0.484, F1s: all ps. 0.148,
F2s: all ps. 0.321).

Targets and their most similar foils show analogous expectation
sequence effects
Given the similar effects observed for targets and F1 events inde-
pendently, we collapsed the two, to examine whether these effects
are complementary (i.e., whether there is an interaction between
current and previous expectation status; Fig. 2C). Although hits
and correct rejections are not necessarily products of the same
mnemonic process, in this paradigm they provide an opportu-
nity to examine how perceptual load (in the form of similarity)
interacts with dynamic expectation modulations. The mnemonic
comparison between the current set event (target or F1) and its
previous set event (F1 or target, respectively), forms the highest
load, or interference, in relation to the encoded object, as the par-
ticipant makes a recognition decision. Therefore, if perceptual

Figure 2. Experiment 1 results. A, Predicting hits. More hits were observed for expected targets following unexpected F1 foils, compared with unexpected targets following unexpected F1,
and compared with expected targets following expected F1. B, Predicting CR1. More CR1 for expected F1 following unexpected targets, compared with unexpected F1 following unexpected tar-
gets, and a marginal effect of poorer memory (less CR1) for a sequence of unexpected events. C, Collapsed hits and CR1. Similar results showing an interaction between the previous and current
set events’ expectation status, with UprevEcurr events showing the best memory performance, compared with UprevUcurr and EprevEcurr. D, First set events. More hits for expected compared with
unexpected targets presented first in the event sequence. No other significant effects, although F1 events follow a similar direction. Unless otherwise stated, all error bars represent 95% confi-
dence intervals. �p= 0.0507, *p, 0.05, **p, 0.01.
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processes are engaged, on encountering an unexpected
event, the effects observed for each set event individually
should replicate. We found a significant main effect of pre-
vious event’s expectation status (b = 0.341, X2(1) = 4.9,
p = 0.027), as well as a significant interaction between ex-
pectation status of the current and previous events (b =
�0.682, X2(1) = 6.5, p= 0.01). Subsequent contrast tests
revealed that when the previous set event was unexpected,
more correct responses were observed for expected compared
with unexpected events (UprevEcurr . UprevUcurr; z= 3.1,
p= 0.002). UprevUcurr was numerically smaller than EprevUcurr,
but this effect did not reach statistical significance (p= 0.116).
Additionally, there were more correct responses for current
expected events following unexpected than expected events
(EprevEcurr , UprevEcurr; z = �2.22, p= 0.027).

Taken together, these results suggest expectation violation
shifts processing away from retrieval and toward encoding, and
that the temporal dynamics of the mnemonic consequences of
this shift are reflected in the memory for the subsequent set event
(effects of first set events depicted in Fig. 2D), as a function of
perceptual similarity. When subsequent events are unexpected
(UprevUcurr), we observed poor accuracy for F1 foils, and to a
lesser extent for targets. On the other hand, when an unexpected
event is followed by an expected event (UprevEcurr) a boost in

performance was observed for the current event, driven mainly
by responses to targets. To examine whether these effects engage
the circuit involved in adaptive memory formation (including
the hippocampus and midbrain (Shohamy and Adcock, 2010;
Kafkas and Montaldi, 2018a), as well as to test the hypothesis
that expectation violation engages an encoding mechanism, sup-
ported by the bottom-up information stream (ventral visual
pathway), in experiment 2, a new set of participants performed a
similar task while fMRI data were acquired (for minor task
adjustments, see Materials and Methods).

Experiment 2
Behavioral results
Replicating the effects observed in experiment 1, we found a
main effect of the previous set event’s expectation status (b =
0.309, X2(1) = 4.13, p = 0.042), as well as an interaction be-
tween the current and previous events’ expectation status (b =
�0.59, X2(1) = 4.47, p = 0.034; Fig. 3A). Subsequent contrast
tests revealed better memory performance for expected events
following unexpected ones, compared with those following
expected events (UprevEcurr . EprevEcurr; z = 2.55, p = 0.011).
For set events following unexpected ones, better memory
was also found for expected compared with unexpected events
(UprevEcurr . UprevUcurr; z= 2.68 p= 0.007). Next, we examined

Figure 3. Behavioral and neural expectation interactions for targets and F1 foils. A, Behavioral results. Replicating the results from experiment 1, a current by previous expectation status
interaction was observed, with UprevEcurr showing a boost in memory performance. B, UprevEcurr . EprevEcurr contrast. Increased activation in the right hippocampus, SN/VTA, and left inferior
occipital cortex. C, Unexpected . Expected interactions. Increased activation in right occipital cortex (BA 18) was observed for UprevUcurr . EprevEcurr, despite poor memory performance for
UprevUcurr events. D, Expected. Unexpected interactions. Increased activation in right retrosplenial cortex/precuneus for UprevEcurr. UprevUcurr.
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CR2 as a function of the previously seen targets and F1 events,
and their expectation status. For F2 following targets, a main
effect of the target’s expectation status was observed (b =
0.473, X2(1) = 4.4, p= 0.036), with more CR2 following unex-
pected targets. All other effects were not significant (all
ps. 0.169). Correct responses to F2 events were not affected by
preceding F1 events (all ps. 0.263).

fMRI results
Expectation sequence interactions engage hippocampal, mid-

brain, and occipital regions to support subsequent mnemonic
processing.We first examined the neural correlates of the behav-
ioral contextual expectation interaction reported above. For cur-
rent expected events that followed unexpected events, compared
with those following an expected event (UprevEcurr . EprevEcurr;
see Fig. 3B), we found increased activation in the right hippo-
campus (x=36, y = �33, z = �12, k = 12, SVC pFWE = 0.04), SN/
VTA (x=9, y = �24, z = �12, k = 11, SVC pFWE = 0.039), and
left inferior occipital gyrus (BA 18; x = �21, y = �81, z = �18,
nonparametric pcluster = 0.018). For current unexpected events
following previous expected ones, compared with those which
followed an unexpected event (EprevUcurr . UprevUcurr), reflect-
ing poorer performance, we also found increased activation in
the right hippocampus (x=24, y = �33, z = �6, k = 10, SVC
pFWE = 0.045) and left parahippocampus (x = �33, y = �45, z =
�6, nonparametric pcluster = 0.049). Critically, in both contrasts
the current set events had the same expectation status and dif-
fered only on the expectation status of the previous event.

Comparing current expected versus unexpected events, follow-
ing previously unexpected events (UprevEcurr . UprevUcurr; Fig.
3D) revealed activation in the right retrosplenial cortex/precuneus
(x=24, y = �45, z=12, nonparametric pcluster = 0.0213). The
complementary contrast, following expected events, EprevEcurr .
EprevUcurr did not reveal significant effects. For the UprevUcurr .
EprevEcurr contrast in which unexpected events elicited more
activations than expected ones, despite showing reduced
memory performance (Fig. 3C), we found increased activa-
tion in right occipital cortex (BA 18, x = 18, y = �93, z = 12,
nonparametric pcluster = 0.0318). The complementary con-
trast UprevUcurr . EprevUcurr did not reveal significant
effects. Comparing the first (previous) event between con-
ditions (first expected vs first unexpected) did not reveal
any significant effects.

Expectation status differentially engages encoding and retrieval-
related regions. To explore whether expected and unexpected
events, across event types, responses, and temporal positions eli-
cited differential activations in a bottom-up (ventral visual
stream) or reinstatement (retrieval network) manner, we also

compared the two conditions (see Fig. 4A). We
found increased activity for unexpected. expected
events in right occipital cortex (BA 19, x= 39, y =
�75, z=12 and BA 18, x=39, y = �75, z=12, non-
parametric pcluster = 0.015) and right fusiform gyrus
(x=27, y = �48, z = �18, nonparametric pcluster =
0.0173). For expected . unexpected, we observed
increased activation in the right inferior parietal
lobe (angular gyrus; BA 39 �=48, y = �48, z=33,
nonparametric pcluster = 0.0206) and bilateral pri-
mary motor cortex (right: x= 60, y= 03, z=18, non-
parametric pcluster FWE=0.045; left: x = �57, y =
�6, z= 24, nonparametric pcluster = 0.0339).

Occipital activation supports the interaction
between expectation and memory performance for
similar events. To unpack the overall unexpected.

expected effect, we tested how contextual expectation interacted
with successful recognition decisions (hits and CR), across pre-
sentation order. While no differential neural responses were
found for expected and unexpected hits or correct rejections of
F2 events, we observed increased activation in the right inferior
occipital gyrus (BA 19, x=24, y = �81, z = �6, nonparametric
pcluster = 0.0345) for unexpected CR1. expected CR1.

Increased perceptual load interacts with expectation status to
engage ventral visual stream regions. Finally, we examined interac-
tions between expectation status and presentation order (across
set events; Fig. 4B). We observed again increased activity in bilat-
eral occipital cortex (BA 19, x = �39, y = �78, z= 18, nonpara-
metric pcluster = 0.008, and BA 18, x=18, y = �57, z=21,
nonparametric pcluster = 0.009; x= 15, y = �87, z = �3, nonpara-
metric pcluster = 0.0129) for unexpected . expected events pre-
sented second in the set (no unexpected . expected effects were
found for first or third set events).

Discussion
The experience of surprise, or expectation violation, has a
beneficial effect on learning, but whether surprise also trig-
gers an encoding response even when the dominant goal is to
retrieve, has remained unclear. In two experiments, we used
a contextual expectation manipulation to better understand
the dynamic nature of the adaptive memory mechanism trig-
gered by expectation violation during retrieval, and its potential
mnemonic consequences on hippocampal-dependent memory.
We found that encountering unexpected events at retrieval, eli-
cited increased involvement of regions along the ventral visual
stream, even when memory performance was poor (UprevUcurr).
Interestingly, we also found a later beneficial effect of contex-
tual surprise, such that the presentation of an unexpected event
did not support its own recognition, but it did boost the correct
recognition of the following, expected, and similar set events
(UprevEcurr). This behavioral effect was associated with increased
activity in the hippocampus, midbrain dopaminergic regions (SN/
VTA), and occipital cortex. Expected events, conversely, were
associated with activity in retrieval-driven network regions. Given
our replicated finding of the modulation of memory by previous
unexpected events, the increased involvement of ventral visual
stream regions, and previous research on expectation-modulated
encoding, we postulate that engaging with unexpected infor-
mation at retrieval engages an implicit bottom-up encoding
mechanism (Fig. 5). The consequences of this engagement
become clear in the subsequent recognition trial, with a
divergence in performance, and differential pattern of fMRI

Figure 4. Overall fMRI expectation effects. A, Main effect of expectation. Unexpected events, compared with
expected ones, engaged more activation in right middle occipital cortex and fusiform. Conversely, excepted
events, compared with unexpected ones, engaged activation in right angular and supramarginal gyri. B,
Expectation by presentation order interaction. Unexpected events presented second in the set engaged regions
along the ventral visual stream. No significant effects were observed for first or third set events.
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activation depending on whether the subsequent event was
expected or unexpected.

Expectation violation is associated with improved memory
performance, attributed to adaptive memory formation (Lisman
and Grace, 2005; Kumaran and Maguire, 2007; Shohamy and
Wagner, 2008), and impaired encoding of predictive information
(Sherman and Turk-Browne, 2020). Our results support this
view, but critically, extend it to account for retrieval effects. In
line with the idea that increased weight is given to bottom-up
inputs on encountering a prediction error (Stoppel et al., 2009;
Kafkas and Montaldi, 2018a), we found increased involvement
of visual processing regions in occipital cortex and fusiform
gyrus for unexpected events. These regions have been found to
increase their activity with stronger levels of unexpected novelty
(Kafkas and Montaldi, 2014), reflecting the increased perceptual
processing of unexpected events. Although memory formation
relies on bottom-up processing, evidence of an encoding mech-
anism requires that the mnemonic consequences of increased
dependence on sensory inputs are demonstrated. Without sub-
sequent mnemonic consequences, it could be argued that
encountering an unexpected event only modulates online
attention (Poort et al., 2022). Indeed, we observed an inter-
action whereby current memory performance was modu-
lated by the previous unexpected occurrence of a similar
event; when the previous event was expected, current ex-
pectation did not modulate performance (EprevEcurr �
EprevUcurr), whereas when the previous event was unex-
pected, we found a divergence in performance (UprevEcurr .
UprevUcurr).

Taken together, these findings suggest that a surprise-driven
increased weight on bottom-up inputs is goal-independent, but
its mnemonic consequences appear to depend on the task at
hand. During learning or exploration, further encoding supports
later memory for the unexpected event (Li et al., 2003; Garrido et
al., 2015; Long et al., 2016; Greve et al., 2017; Frank and Kafkas,
2021). When retrieval is the goal (as in the current paradigm),
the implicit shift toward encoding, despite increased perceptual
processing, results in numerically worse memory performance
for the current to-be-retrieved information (Duncan et al., 2012;
Kim et al., 2014). This is at odds with the notion that expectation
violation always supports improved memory. Further support
for the role played by perceptual load in engaging an encoding

state, can be seen in the occipital and fusiform effects for those
unexpected events presented second within the set sequence,
compared with their expected counterparts. Recognition deci-
sions for these events must overcome interference from the
first set event, likely requiring increased perceptual processing
to better compare the current sensory input with the stored
representations.

Upon encountering the first unexpected event (Uprev), a shift
toward encoding, and away from retrieval, can explain why we
do not observe a retrieval boost for these events. It is less obvious
why this shift toward encoding produces better memory per-
formance only for subsequent expected events. One possibility is
that the initial expectation-violation driven shift toward encod-
ing results in a sharper representation of the initial unexpected
event (Gilboa and Moscovitch, 2021), optimizing pattern com-
pletion of the second similar event (even when expected), as the
d similarity between the encoding and retrieval representations
now stands out. Support for this account can be found in our
fMRI findings; while occipital involvement was observed for
both UprevEcurr and UprevUcurr events (i.e., independent of mne-
monic consequence), only UprevEcurr events were associated with
hippocampal and SN/VTA activation. This finding, together
with the memory boost for UprevEcurr events, highlights the tem-
poral contingency driven by Uprev, as indexed by co-activation of
SN/VTA and hippocampus (Kafkas and Montaldi, 2015). This
co-activation is likely indicative of the expectation-driven (re)
encoding of Uprev which then boosts memory for Ecurr.

Critically, interactions between current and previous events’
expectation were observed only for targets and F1 (i.e., the foil
with most similarity to the encoded target). Moreover, these
effects were unchanged by interfering events from the same set
(F2, F3) or events from different sets presented during the task.
That the expectation interactions are selective to high perceptual
similarity, and are robust with respect to interference from other
stimuli, suggests that a high perceptual and memorial load is
required to trigger this encoding mechanism, consistent with,
and extending, previous findings (Bein et al., 2020; Frank et al.,
2020b). In such situations, the ability to process and compare
the fine details of current inputs and recently stored represen-
tations underpins correct recognition decisions (Yassa and
Stark, 2011). Therefore, the triggering of enhanced perceptual
processing by expectation violation serves an adaptive purpose
(Stoppel et al., 2009; Hawco and Lepage, 2014). For less similar
events, which are more readily recognized as new, a sharper
representation, elicited by expectation violation, has little effect
(Frank et al., 2020b).

It is also important to consider how the shift toward encoding
is manifested in the first event presentation; only first targets
demonstrated a benefit for expected compared with unexpected
previous events (and when examining only first set events).
While the increased hit rate for first expected targets is in line
with our interpretation of the data, we did not observe a signifi-
cant effect for F1 events. We suggest that this could be because of
the intrinsic small differences in perceptual overlap between
encountering a target and a very similar foil. It is possible that
the increased difficulty associated with a first F1 event, driven by
high but not full overlap with the encoded object, outweighs
any potential effect of the implicit engagement of encoding. For
targets, on the other hand there is a full perceptual overlap with
the encoded object, that may facilitate recognition of expected
targets, whereas expectation violation would deter it. Support
for this interpretation can be found in the subsequent contrasts
of the interaction in experiment 1, where targets dominate the

Figure 5. Illustration of the brain networks involved in processing unexpected and
expected events. Left and middle, Expectation-driven, goal-irrelevant encoding. Expectation
violation engages bottom-up processing along the ventral visual stream (inferior occipital in
pink, fusiform in yellow), regardless of memory performance. The subsequent mnemonic
consequences of this shift toward encoding involve the hippocampus (red) and midbrain (or-
ange) dopaminergic regions, underlying subsequent beneficial memory performance. Right,
Task-driven retrieval. In the absence of expectation violation (expected events), engagement
of retrieval-driven network regions to support reinstatement and memory performance, in
accordance with goal to retrieve.
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boost in UprevEcurr, whereas F1 seem to drive the poor memory
for UprevUcurr. Furthermore, as discussed above, the lack of
effects for lower-similarity foils suggests that perceptual load
plays an important role in how expectation modulates memory
processes. Given the robust behavioral interaction between sub-
sequent events, and the complementary fMRI findings, we
believe that an expectation-modulated shift toward encoding
account best explains our data.

As the expectation manipulation took place at retrieval, it
remains unclear whether encountering expected events resulted
in task-relevant retrieval, or the active engagement of a retrieval
state, regardless of task demand. Although the engagement of
temporo-parietal regions of a retrieval-driven network (Hayama
et al., 2012) is indicative of reinstatement, this does not differen-
tiate between the two alternatives. Future studies could ortho-
gonalize expectation and memorial state, therefore allowing a
factorial design of goal (encoding/retrieval) and expectation
status. Examinations of shifts toward a retrieval state, per-
haps coupled with designs optimized for functional and
effective connectivity, will contribute to on-going efforts to
explain how the hippocampus shifts between memory states
(Colgin, 2016; Kafkas and Montaldi, 2018a; Bein et al., 2020).
While unexpected events during which you experience a
high level of surprise are particularly memorable, it remains
to be determined to what extent explicit awareness of sur-
prise modulates this mechanism, and how memory demands
might direct activity in the visual system.

In conclusion, we report novel evidence for the ubiquity
of the adaptive encoding mechanism, here triggered at re-
trieval by expectation violation, resulting in differential
effects on recognition performance. We propose that the
increased demand on bottom-up occipital inputs, together
with hippocampal-midbrain activations, are markers of an
encoding state triggered by expectation violation, even in the
absence of explicit reward or instruction. The complex tem-
poral dynamics of the effects of this mechanism on memory
demonstrate that the expectation-driven shift toward an
encoding state engages increased perceptual processing, exert-
ing a beneficial effect on correct recognition of subsequent
similar events. These findings have important implications for
our understanding of how our processing of sequential events,
expected or unexpected, is modulated by the temporal dynam-
ics of the event sequence.
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